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Sisters Audrey and Liv Westing find that living on the edge turns out to be a bit different than what they
thought. This singing duo hoped to be discovered as the next big thing while fumbling through their
turbulent existences. Each one is struggling to come to terms with their addictive personalities, a trail of
destructive relationships, and the consequences of every misstep they unknowingly take.

When they attract the eye of a deadly but powerful Cartel family, Liv’s flighty decisions send the sisters
spiraling into a world of sketchy music deals, sexy assassins and unfathomable demands from those who
want nothing more than to own every piece of them. In a place where love will kill, it demands a steep price
which may be too high to keep Audrey and Liv’s fragile world from a swift crash and burn…
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From Reader Review The Fall of Sky: Part One for online ebook

Katrina Curry says

I am currently in awe. An author making a genre transition is always risky business.  An author pulling it off
with a stellar story is to rave about! I jumped into Fall of Sky blindly. I knew nothing of the premise and
assumed it was another paranormal romance. Hats off to Alexia Purdy for the creation of this astounding
book.

If you've read anything written by Alexia, you already know what to expect of the prose. It's sweet, simple,
and to the point. I love getting sucked into a story without realizing it happens. I've read two series she
published in the past and with neither I was immediately captivated. However, at some point, in both series, I
would hang onto to every word, paragragh, and punctuation mark while forgetting to breathe. The same
exact response was extracted from me with Fall of Sky.

The execution of the plot begins with the creation of an emotional atmosphere surrounding the bond of two
sisters, who would be broken if one would have to live to live without the other. The adoration and tolerance
Liv and Audrey show for one another has a homesick vibe. Reader's will relate to or long for that connection.

The female protagonists are survivors. They are independent, self-reliant broads I can respect. If Liv weren't
so insanely wreckless we wouldn't have such a hot story on our hands.

And what of Saul? He's charming, remarkably calm, almost too serene in fact. I can't help but wonder if he's
being deceptive and a part of a grander scheme that threatens the sisters lives. At least those were my initial
feels of him. Now, I'm not sure, but I do love him either way.

I keep wondering if this is going to be a "but I fell in love" theme. It would certainly make an interesting
conflict to cause vast emotional connections. The other two males in the story keep me trying to piece
together the puzzle as much as Saul. I have an idea of how it might turn out, but I love knowing I'm going to
be in a for a good surprise. With Alexia Purdy as the author it is gauranteed.

I'm now trying to rush through my ARC's because apparently Fall of Sky part 2 releases in a little over a
week!

This is a must - read series I swear by!

Greg Dixon says

The fall of sky part 1

A fair read for people who are in to the series recommend that you read the book and draw your own
conclusions about the story



Kaila says

Omg... this was amazing.. different from what i'm used to with alexia.. and i loved it. the story will stay with
me and i cannot wait to read the rest. the characters are amazing and the plot is superb. love it!

Duawana Wilson says

I usually read Paranormal Books so I was surprised that I loved this book. There is lots of suspense, danger
and even romance. I thought it had a steady pace through out the story. The story line is so believable it
sucks you in right from the start. I love the complexity of the two sisters relationship. They sort of remind me
of my sister and I. They may bicker but when it is said and done they will love each other always. This is the
first book of a for part Novella. I am excited to read part two to find out what happens next.

I received a complimentary copy of Fall of Sky (Part One) in exchange for my honest review. All opinions
shared are 100% my own.

Ginelle Blanch says

Sisters, Audrey and Liv, have had a rough life so far but, they strive to make the best of things and, always
have each other. But, doing something wrong has unlikeable consequences. Taking what doesn't belong to
you won't go unchallenged.

Start the journey with Audrey and Liv as they travel from place to place, singing for their supper. Meet Saul,
a surprising new friend to the sisters.

Great start to the series. Really looking forward to reading what happens next for Audrey and Liv.

Tanya Johnson says

Audrey and Liv are trying to get their music career going but that is not easy with Liv getting involved with a
big, powerful Cartel family and now the girls are on the run. Along the way on one of their stops, the girls
pick up a rider named Saul and a friendship starts amongst the trio. Can the groups career take off or will
Liv’s past bad decisions catch up to them??

OMG right from the beginning you are pulled into the girls world of survival. Each girl has a unique
personality that add so much to the story. Then you have the addition of Saul, a blind man whom Audrey
can’t stop thinking about, who adds that much more to the tale. I was totally engrossed in the Liv’s side of
the story (don’t get me wrong, the budding relationship with Audrey and Saul is good), she is a strong girl
that will do anything to help them out although not always making the right decision. Once again Alexia
pulls you into her story making you curse her for ending the book ;) I definitely look forward to seeing what
is in store for the girls in the next book
The Fall of Sky (Part 2)



Michelle says

I love Alexia and I would read anything she writes even if she published her shopping list. This is different to
anything I have read from her before and it was a good start to the mini series of books.

I was intrigued by the story but felt it was just really short to fully get an idea of the story as a whole. I did
enjoy it and will continue with the series. I only gave 3 stars because of that reason. I need to read more of
the story.

Amy says

I really enjoyed this story. The writing style paints a perfect picture in your head of exactly what's going on,
what everyone looks like, the feelings in the room even. I love the relationship between the two sisters, Liv
and Audrey. They remind me of my relationship with my sisters, they fight and argue and get on each others
nerves at times but in the end they won't let anyone hurt the other. I look forward to learning more about
Saul! I was truly intrigued by his character. This was a great book with a unique story that was refreshing to
read. I can't wait to read the next installment!

Autumn says

I received this book to give an honest review.

I have fallen in love with Alexia's work. She has a way with writing a story and keeping you captured until
the very end.
With The of Sky (Part One), this seems to be a totally different writing style than her other work and I have
to say I am impressed. I was hooked from the first page. You got two beautiful sisters who have a love for
music and perform from bar to bar.
Audrey and Liv you can tell the two are very different from each other.
Audrey is the more serious one in a way, she doesn't live for danger she watches or at least attempts to watch
out for her sister Liv.
Liv on the other hand is wild, free, and lives for danger it seems.
When Liv makes a dangerous move well lets just say that is when the girls meet someone who is a dangerous
man that could possibly hurt them in more ways than one.
I have to say though these chicks are carefree by picking up strangers! lol. I did find that kind of weird, that
they would do this.

The scene of the story is just amazing. I felt myself caught up in the world of Liv and Audrey and wondering
how are they going to get out of this situation that Liv has put them in. I want to read more so I can see what
else is in store for us all. I want to dive back into this world of music and sisterhood. I want to know who
will find love in something besides the music! So many I want's from this series.....



Erin Hurst says

Great start to a promising story, can’t wait to see what happens next. I really enjoyed reading about 2 sisters,
Audrey & Liv, and the twists & turns they go through. They have a rough childhood, and eventually run
away, to save themselves. That in turn has them running still, as adults. They get in to some intense
situations and try to figure out how to save themselves, again.

Sheri says

This isn't what I expected from Alexia but like always, I was not disappointed. Liv and Audrey have taken
care of each other for a long time. As a traveling duet, they meet Saul, a blind man who joins them. Scandles
and deals has them headed in different directions. Could love be in the making? Could one be falling for Mr.
Right while the other is falling for Mr. Wrong? I can't wait to find out what happens next.

Lady says

Fearless And Fierce In The Face Of Danger

This series must be read in order. This is the first book.

Liv is wild and crazy but she loves her sister Audrey more than anyone or anything else in the world. The
only thing she loves just about as much as her sister is her music... Their music. She is manipulative and
always out to make life easier for them to be free spirits and roam the country. She will never ever fall in
love or settle down... The only kids she wants are nieces and nephews. The road is her home and the only
family she needs is her sister.

Audrey has been looking out for her sister since their father left when she was in first grade. She is
responsible and adores Liv but lives in terror or Liv's next crazy over the top scheme. She wants to find a
man and settle down in a forever home ... But she does not want to leave her sister... And her sister can't stay
in one place too long. Their music and their love for each other binds them tightly but sue fears one day Liv
will go too far and destroy both of them.

This is a new adult thriller suspense series with a dash of romance and loads of intrigue. I really enjoyed it a
lot (even if it is not paranormal like most of Ms. Purdy's books) I was pleasantly surprised on how
engrossing this story was. It was a very enjoyable read full of plot twists and excitement. I can't wait for the
next installment to be available so I can find out what happens next!

***This series is suitable for adult readers

Coco.V says

? FREE on Amazon today (2/9/2018)! ?
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Sisters Audrey and Liv Westing find that living on the edge turns out to be a bit different than what they
thought. This singing duo hoped to be discovered as the next big thing while fumbling through their
turbulent existences. Each one is struggling to come to terms with their addictive personalities, a trail of
destructive relationships, and the consequences of every misstep they unknowingly take.

When they attract the eye of a deadly but powerful Cartel family, Liv’s flighty decisions send the sisters
spiraling into a world of sketchy music deals, sexy assassins and unfathomable demands from those who
want nothing more than to own every piece of them. In a place where love will kill, it demands a steep price
which may be too high to keep Audrey and Liv’s fragile world from a swift crash and burn…

Heidi says

Well written with an interesting premise, but I am not sure where this is going just from reading the first
book. I am not sure if it is just a strange romance novel or a mystery. The girls have a cartel after them and
always seem to be on the run while playing music in bars. I am thinking this is mostly am introduction to
characters meant to leave you hanging as an introduction to this four part serial. It gives you some
background on Liv and her wild side and Audrey with her mothering. It also introduces several interesting
male characters that you are unsure of. It starts off with a bang and leaves you with a huh? What's up with
this? Where is it going? Alexia has a way of drawing you in and making you wonder what will be next no
matter the genre, but I enjoy paranormal stuff more. She did a great job with the genre switch and I
commend her.

Stacey says

Sisters Audrey and Liv who had to run from their mothers husband due to reasons you will have to read
about to find out about why they ran . and also why are they running now after 3 years has passed and who is
Jonas and Emilio and Saul and which man will snatch Liv up as well as Audrey . also why does Saul wear
sun glasses . to find this and more out . buy , read and review ,.
Stay tuned for part 2 and part 3 are available now


